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All Game Summaries in these daily updates 

this week have been written by Fastpitch 

Chronicle Publisher Bob Tomlinson 

 

It’s been a great week covering the 

games and doing the write ups. Thanks 

to Darren Derricks for asking me to 

“pitch in” and do the writing.  Thanks 

also to my great friend Doug Roberts for 

sharing his room with me and for the 

great conversation. I’m at the ballyard 

today so stop me so we can chat for a 

bit.  

 

World Tournament Division 

Game Reports 
Grande Prairie 12,  Niagara Stompers 9 

Wow! What a Comeback! 

 

The Stompers got three runs in the bottom of 

the second on a leadoff homer by Greg Garrity. 

Steve Gillis singled and Brian Belisle walked and 

both scored on a triple by Alexander. They 

added five more runs in the third when Dave 

Pratt singled to center and Cunningham belted 

a two run shot. Zac Pierce entered for Rich 

Haldane in the circle for Grand Prairie at that 

point. Jordan Graham walked and Gillis hit a 

Pierce pitch out of the park. After an out Casey 

Toews hit yet another Worth K-Master 120 into 

no-man’s land. But the game was not over. 

Trailing 9-7 heading to the top of the seventh 

Grande Prairie rallied with one out. Arcand 

made it 9-8 with a long homer and when Nehaj 

went back-to-back the game was knotted at 9. 

The Stompers changed pitcher with Joran 

Graham coming on. After a flyout Brayden 

Arcand was struck by a pitch and Nick Potskin 

hit an rbi single sending Arcand home with the 

tenth and leading run. Travis Head then took a 

1-1 pitch out of the yard chasing Potskin home 

as well as himself for an 12-9 lead. Pierce held 

off the Stompers in the bottom the 7th for the 

win. There were 22 hits in the game, 11 by each 

team. Grande Prairie hit five dingers while the 

Stompers had five. It was one of the most 

entertaining games of a world tournament many 

older fans can remember. Mostly likely nerve 

racking for the ones rooting for one team of the 

other but the game had it all.  

 

Toronto Batmen 4, AWP Lumberjacks 3 

The Batmen scored four runs on four hits in this 

one and held off AWP Lumberjacks 4-3. The 

winning pitcher was Caleb Keeshig while Sisko 

Sabate took the loss. The Lumberjacks took a 1-

0 lead in the top of the second when Rogello 

Seguera singled to center and scored from first 

on a double by Gabriel Betancourt. The Batmen 

answered back in the bottom of the inning with 

a pair of runs. Jeff Lyons coaxed a base on balls 

and Cody Skelton hit a ball that resulted in an 

error at first that allowed Lyons to hustle all the 

way around to score and Skelton wound up at 

third. After a strikeout Denny Benson hit a ball 

to second that allowed Skelton to score the 

second run. The Lumberjacks bounced back into 

the lead in the top of the third and added 

another one in the fourth. In the third Sabate 

singled to open the inning Matia Minigutti forced 
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Sabate at second but got to third on a wild pitch 

just before Frederico Olheiser walked. Segura 

then singled sending Olheiser to third and 

Minigutti in with the run. In the fourth Daniel 

Alstat singled to open the frame and after the 

next two batters went down Sabate laced a 

triple to left chasing Alstat to the plate. Not to 

be fazed the Batmen went to work in the 

bottom of the sixth and got one run back to tie 

the game up. Shea Bryant beat out an infield hit 

to shortstop and Jeff Lyons singled to center. 

Sabate then entered the circle to pitch. Cody 

Skelton was due up and came through in the 

clutch as after a wild pitch moved the runners to 

second and third he hit a ball to the right side 

and Bryant scored the tying run. The 

Lumberjacks could not score in the top of the 

seventh and that set up another great finish. 

Denny Benson stepped into the box and fouled 

one off then took a pitch to even the count at 1-

1. He then hit another foul ball and yet another. 

Ball two arrived a pitch later and on the next 

pitch Benson fouled off a fourth one then a fifth 

one. The next pitch was another and then 

another. The most important count for a batter 

and a pitcher is the 2-2 count. Whomever wins 

that count is in charge. If the batter takes that 2-

2 pitch for a ball the pitcher needs to bear bear 

down. On the 3-2 offering Benson met Sabate’s 

offering. He hit a spherical shaped with a and 

did so squarely. So squarely that the ball left the 

confines of the playing field at Circle Tap for a 

walk off, game-winning home run. Wow! 

Another great game -- a real crowd pleaser! 

 

Circle Tap Dukes 5, J&B Bombers 2 

The Dukes needed to win to stay alive and to 

keep the local crowd coming back to the park. 

The Bombers needed just as much to stay alive. 

The Dukes jumped out to a 1-0 lead in the top 

of the first when Ryan Sinclair coaxed a base on 

balls out of Jorge Francisco Segura Boni. After a 

sac bunt by Frederico Eder moved Sinclair to 

second Manuel Godoy’s single moved Sinclair to 

third. Blair Ezekiel (pronounced Ezz -Ahh-Kel) 

singled to send Sinclair home. The Bombers 

didn’t answer back in the bottom of the first but 

after holding off CT in the second they knotted 

the score when Rafael Angel Flores Sanchez 

took a Roman Godoy offering off into the 

darkness toward the village of Denmark. It was 

now 1-1. Circle Tap answered back in the top of 

the third with three runs when Sinclair opened 

the frame with a screaming double. Eder 

followed suit with a double of his own sending 

Sinclair home with the tying run. Godoy went 

down via the strikeout and Ezekiel had a 

fielder’s choice that was a 2-5 putout on Eder.  

With two down Tyler Dudley hit the first pitch 

into the darkness beyond the outfield fence. 

Circle Tap added what they hoped would be an 

insurance run in the fourth so the score was 5-

1. The Bombers got one run in the bottom of the 

seventh when Sanchez reached on an error at 

shortstop and Adrian Gomez entered for him as 

a runner. Luiger Orland Pinto Suarez then 

singled moving Gomez all the way to third. 

Yeider Chirinos then drove Gomez in on a 

sacrifice fly. HQ went down swinging for the 

second out and so did Alvaro Domingo Varela to 

end the game Godoy got the win allowing four 

hits and fanned 8. The loser was Segura Bonilla 

with relief help from Rob Schweyer.  

 

Kegel Black  Knights 3, San Antonio 

Titans 2 in 13 innings 

 

Nothing puts a tournament time schedule 

behind more than an extra inning game. 

However, a 13 inning game is like playing an 

entire another game in there. Of course it also 

put my time schedule to get this issue of “In 
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And Around The Circle” way out of whack. I 

will be up really late now after another late night 

last night. There was not much scoring so there 

are not a lot of highlights from such a long 

game. The Titans struck first with a run in the 

third and then a second one in the fourth. B 

Brady Woods then held the Titans in check 

through the ninth inning. In the third inning 

Peter Saldana Rodriguez singled and moved up 

on a single by Derrick Kennedy. Freddy 

Carmona drew a free pass and when Kevin 

Prishker walked everybody moved up a base 

with Saldana Rodriguez scoring. In the Titans’ 

fourth Golden San Roman singled with one 

down and moved up on a wild pitch. That 

brought up Derrick Kennedy who ripped an rbi 

single to send San Roman home. In the Black 

Knights’ fifth Chris Heinline hit a triple and 

scored when Derek Mayson hit a double. In the 

last of the seventh Kegel was down to their last 

chance. After Yusef Davis Jr. went down 

swinging Heinline tripled to give the Black 

Knights life. Mayson then hit a sacrifice fly to 

center and the extra inning game was on. In the 

bottom of the 13th Kyle Cowick worked Farion 

for a walk to lead off the inning. He moved to 

second on a sac bunt by Mike Lewis. During Jeff 

Lewis’ at bat Cowick moved to third on a wild 

pitch and then Jeff was hit by a pitch. Bryn 

Redhead was intentionally walked and that sent 

Yusef Davis to the plate who hit a ground ball 

that allowed Cowick to score the winning run on 

a walk off fielder’s choice. Justin Schofield got 

the win after having replaced Woods at the top 

of the 13th. Farion took the loss. Kegel advances 

to the final three on championship Saturday. 

 

NY Gremlins vs Hallman Twins 

The Gremlins took a 1-0 lead in the bottom of 

the fourth when Ben Enoka hit a 3-2 pitch off 

Sean Cleary over the fence. Neither team could 

muster enough offense to score through the 6th. 

The Twins entered the bottom of the seventh 

facing that 1-0 deficit. Colin Walsh led off with 

a single off Andrew Kirkpatrick who then struck 

out Marshall Kronk. Kirkpatrick then hit Pat 

Burns with a pitch and moved Walsh into 

scoring position. Ryan Boland hit into a fielder’s 

choice on a 4-6 force out so runners were on 

the corners and Zac Shaw pinch ran for Boland 

at first. Andy Skelton stepped in for Ball 1, 

called strike, swinging strike, then two foul balls 

in a row followed by a swing and a miss and the 

game was over. The Gremlins are in the final. 

 

Hallman Cubs 2, vs Hill United Chiefs 1 

This game was a great final game of the 

Thursday slate of games. Neither team could 

muster an offensive attack until the sixth inning 

when the Cubs. The game featured just 16 total 

strikeouts and the pitchers were Adam Folkard 

and Huemul Mata. There were just eight hits, 

four by each team. In the bottom of the sixth the 

Cubs got the lead run on a first pitch home run 

on the first pitch of the inning by Francisco 

Lombardo off a Folkard offering. Ryan Kirk also 

singled in the inning but wound up stranded at 

third later in the inning. In the top of the seventh 

Huemul got Nick Shailes out on a comebacker. 

Bruno Motroni worked the count to full then 

singled to give the Chiefs a fighting chance. 

Isaac Lefebre went in to run for Motroni. Jason 

Hill had another quality at bat. He took a called 

strike then got four balls in a row to move 

Lefebre to second. Ben Wideman then ran for 

Hill. Next up was All World first baseman Steve 

Mullaley a dangerous hitter. Huemul coaxed a 

hard foul ball from the right handed hitter but 

the next pitch found Mullaley’s weapon ready 

and the ball made it into the outfield and 

allowed the tying run to score. Huemul then 

managed to get Mark Johnson out and got 
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Shane Boland to ground out to short. The 

leadoff batter in the bottom the seventh Juan 

Zara stepped in to face Folkard. Ball one, Called 

strike, ball two followed by a would-be strike 

that failed to find leather behind the plate. 

Instead Zara’s swing took his bat to the ball and 

he ended the game with a walk off home run.  

 

Today’s Slate of Games 
Toronto Batmen vs Grande Prairie 

Kegel Black Knights vs Circle Tap Dukes  

Grande Prairie/Batmen Winner vs Hill United 

Dukes/Black Knights winner vs Hallman Twins 

Hallman Cubs vs NY Gremlins 

 

Read all of the In and Around “The 

Circle” editions  on the Fastpitch 

Chronicle website at 

fastpitchchronicle.net 

The Fastpitch Chronicle website has 

been in existence since the internet was opened 

up. You and your fastpitch friends can read all of 

this week’s In and Around “The Circle” 

publications on my website. They are all posted 

therein as pdf copies. Just click on the headline, 

then click on the pdf icon and read to your 

fastpitch hearts content. Tell all your fastpitch 

friends about the articles and where to read 

them. Print them out and they will make a great 

keepsake packet.  

 fastpitchchronicle.net  is the site 

Enjoy the stories! 

Keep it Rising! 

Bob -- faspich1@gmail.com is my email 

 

ISC 2 “The Deuce” Final Day 

Down to the Final 5 Teams 
Coburg Dirt Rd. 5, Waterdown Hammer 4 

Dirt Road got on top in this one in the bottom 

half of the first when with two outs, Craig Buttar 

launched one into never=never land for a 1-0 

lead. Waterdown answered back however with 

a three-run outburst in the second. Ryan Jaynes 

singled and after a flyout Mike Legace Roote 

took one deep into weeds beyond the outfield 

chainlink. Nick Pittman then walked but was 

forced out at second on a fielder’s choice 

charged to Rory Miller. Jarrod Bradbury then 

singled advancing Miller to third and Josh 

Brohman hit an rbi single to score the third run. 

Neither team scored in the third through fifth 

before Waterdown plated one in the top of the 

sixth when Bradbury singled to lead off the 

frame. Brohman then walked to move Bradbury 

to second. Andy Triest bunted them ahead and 

Andrew Mathies hit one to shortstop that was 

booted and Bradbury scored. Dirt Road 

answered back with two runs when with two 

out and nobody aboard Josh Maguire doubled 

and scored when Buttar singled. Dan Burnham 

then singled and when the ball was booted 

around in center Buttar scored the run that 

knotted the game. In the top of the seventh Nick 

Pittman reached on an error at short with one 

out. Rory Miller went down 5-3 for the second 

out after a three-ball count Scott Leblanc took a 

strike and on the next pitch sent one toward the 

heavens for a walk-off home run. The winning 

pitcher was Clayton Robinson while the loser 

was Bryan Newton. 

 

Coburg Dirt Road 8, Rice Lake 1 

Rice Lake had been waiting for the 

winner of that previous game but Dirt Road 

entered this game on a roll after that walk off 

homer by Leblanc. The Orange could not muster 

much offense and went down to the defeat 

finishing in third place in the ISC II. With the 

adrenaline flowing Dirt Road unloaded on Rice 

Lake with four runs in the top of the first and the 

wind was out of the Orange’s sails. Rice Lake 

got one in the fourth but Dirt Road matched that 
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with four more in the top of the sixth. In the first 

inning Dirt Road’s Leblanc led off with a walk 

and Josh Maguire did the same. Craig Buttar 

followed with a three-run blast that really took 

the wind out of Rice Lake. Jake Bricknell reached 

first on an error at shortstop and Jake Taylor 

then singled to score Bricknell. The winner was 

Clayton Robinson on a one-hitter with eight 

strikeouts while the loser was Nicolas Siebenlist.   

 

Some Pitch Speeds Tim Maziarz 

our Radar Man has Charted 
Tim has been using my radar devices for 

more than 25 years. He picks it up at the 

ISC Tournament then takes it to Elkland 

and then sends it home to me. 

Layton Reid - 80 mph 

Hallman Twins’ Sean Cleary -- 75 mph 

AWP’s Gonzalez -- 76 mph  

Grande  Prairie’s  Haldane - 76 mph 

Hill United’s Adam Folkard - 81 

Cubs Huemul Mata - 79 mph 

Dirt Road’s Manion - 71 mph 

 

ISC Legends Reports 
Waterdown Hammer 8, R&L Kline 0 

Tim Neill was the winner in this game while the 

loss was tagged on Scott Hershey. Neill allowed 

three hits and fanned 8. Hershey allowed 11 

hits and had two strikeouts. For Waterdown 

Salsman had a double and triple while R. Kline 

had a double for the losers. 

 

Maccabi USA 1, Sudbury Relics 0 

A scoreless game until the top of the seventh 

when Maccabi got one on a leadoff walk to Billy 

Frank who then stole second and scored on the 

game-winning single by Dave Goldstein. Tim 

Jacobs got the win on a one-hitter while the 

loser was Ward Gosse who allowed just two 

hits and struck out 18 batters - yes 18! 

Goldstein had a double to go along with his rbi 

single to win it. 

 

All Seasons Patriots 8, CR Brewers 6 

Joe Tucker was the winner in this game adn the 

loser was Scott Austin who allowed 10 hits and 

fanned 10. Tucker allowed 8 hits and fanned 

four in his 5 ⅓ innings of work . There were 23 

total hits in the game. The winners got a double 

from Fenstermaucher and a triple from 

Gehman while the loser#s had a triple from 

Applegate. 

 

Ohio Battery 13, Waterloo Legends 6 

Former Decatur ADM and Pride pitcher picked 

up the win for Ohio Battery in this game. He 

allowed six hits and fanned 7 in four innings of 

work. Dave Meyer finished up for Ohio Battery. 

The loser was Paul Lizotte. The winners scored 

one in the first but fell behind 2-1 after one 

inning. They scored two in the third but 

Waterloo countered with a single marker in that 

inning. Three in the fourth created some 

separation for the legendary Nick McCurry’s 

team. They got another one in the fifth then six 

in the top of the seventh. Bruce Perkel doubled 

for Ohio Battery as did Tom Gray while Cliff 

Wisdom, Bill Berkenpas and Chad Boom all 

homered. Doug Charlton homered for Waterloo.  

 

  

Bay Area Merchants 7, Ottawa Spiders 2 

Bay Area got a run in the first and added a four-

run inning in the fourth en route to the win. They 

added single runs in the fifth and seventh while 

Ottawa got a run in the fifth and one in the 

sixth. The winner was Kevin Kammueller while 

Blair McBratney took the loss. Tony Aresco 

homered for the winners while Albert Mendibles 
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and Andre Blanleil both doubled. Guy Levesque 

doubled for Ottawa while Rod Goode hit a triple.  

 

Maccabi USA 7, vs Eagle Pack 5 

Maccabi had to battle from behind to win this 

one as they gave up a four-run first inning to 

Eagle Pack. Russ Snow settled in after that first 

inning and held off Eagle Pack until allowing a 

run in the bottom of the seventh. Maccabi got 

two in the fourth to cut the lead in half then 

exploded in the fifth for five more to get the win. 

John Sudges doubled for Eagle Pack and Bruce 

Bielema tripled. Tony Kahan and Billy Frank 

doubled for Maccabi while Goldstein tripled.  

 

Sudbury Relics 8, vs Alloy Construction 0 

ISC Legend Darren Zack was in the circle for 

Sudbury and tossed a nifty two-hitter with five 

Ks in five innings of work. He got some relief 

help from R Prevost. The loser was S McGillis 

with help from T McGovern. The game was tight 

and scoreless through the first three innings but 

Sudbury erupted for all eight runs in the fourth 

inning. Tony Lisk and Pat Brennan doubled for 

Sudbury while Terry Challis tripled and Eddie  

Roy and Lisk both hit dingers.  

 

Dieppe Ridge 3, Calgary Painters 2 

Calgary took a 1-0 lead in the top of the first 

and it held up until the bottom of the fourth. In 

that first inning Dean Wester singled with two 

down and scored when Mike Soucey doubled 

and was out trying to make it a triple. They took 

a 2-0 lead in the top of the fourth when Soucy 

singled with two outs and scored on a Jim Bruce 

three bagger. In the bottom of that inning 

Dieppe’s norm Estabrooks singled and went to 

second on an error from third base. He scored 

later when Bill Fairman reached on an error in 

right field. Dan Dorian led of the Dieppe fifth 

with a single but was cut down on a fielder’s 

choice charged to Tracy Woolridge who moved 

to third when  Tom Berube helped himself out 

with a single. Jeff Lane then doubled to score 

both runners ahead of him.  Berube got the win 

on a 4-hitter while the loser was Mark Higgins. 

 

Circle Tap Legends 8, B&L Plumbing 1 

B&L took a 1-0 lead in the first inning but it 

would be their only one of the games. With two 

away Tim Kent doubled add scored on Scott 

Berkshire’s single. Circle Tap did not score until 

the fifth when they matched the inning number 

with that many runs - 5. They added three more 

in the sixth. Bill Miller reached on an error and 

Dave Miller moved him to second on a bunt and 

Bill moved to third on a passed ball. Boyd 

Dallman then hit a sacrifice fly to score Bill 

Miller, Brian Gauthier hit one to short that got 

thrown away and the batter moved on to 

second base. Dean Holoien was intentionally 

walked but ISC Hall of Famer Chris DeLarwelle 

doubled, his second of the game and Tony 

Schaff who pinch ran for Gauthier scored and so 

did Holoien. That brought up Todd Malnory who 

took Bakshire offering deep over the fence. 

Holoein was the winner while Bakshire took the 

loss. 

 

Read all 8 issues of In and Around “The Circle” 

on The Fastpitch Chronicle website 

 

Waterloo Legends 3, Bay Area Merchants 2 

The Merchant got on the board first with a run 

in the top of the fourth when . Bay Area loaded 

the bases in the top of the sixth but pitcher 

Michael Crawford coaxed a comebacker for the 

first out and a grounder to short for the next 

force out at home and then a flyout to left field. 

In the bottom of the sixth Crawford helped 

himself out in a huge way with a two-run blast 

to take the lead 2-1. He’d have to hold it for half 
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an inning to get the win. He could not hold the 

Merchants off. With one out Raymond Biagini 

singled and stole second base and moved to 

third on a wild pitch with Albert Morales up. He 

lined single scoring Biagini and tied the game. 

Albert Medibles followed with a double but 

Crawford got Eric Linnel to ground out. He 

walked Dennis Hajjr but got out of trouble when 

Andre Blanleil hit into an inning ending fielder’s 

choice. In the bottom of the 7th Troy Montrait 

went down swinging and Jodie Schnar suffered 

the same fate. With two down Carl Boughner 

hit a triple and when the shortstop made a 

mistake he scored the game-winner.  

 

Eagle Pack  17, Alloy Construction 10.  

Eagle Pack scored 3 in the first and 5 in the 

second to take the lead. Alloy Construction got 

one in the bottom of the third and three in the 

fourth to make it closer at 8-4. Eagle Pack kept 

at it and scored seven in the bottom of the fifth 

to take and 11-8 lead but Alloy answered back 

with runs in the top of the sixth. From that point 

on the game blew up and wound up 17-10 with 

Eagle Pack staging a huge offensive outburst. 

Seven in the fifth and six more in the sixth 

ended the game. Scott Myal was the winner 

while the loss was tagged on Steve 

McGillis.There were 20 hits in the game. 

 

All the issues this week are available on 

fastpitcjchronicle.net where you can read them 

and print them out and make a packet or small 

booklet.  
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